VETERINARY CLINIC USES:
To completely remove the odour, NokOut must come into direct contact with the problem
IMPORTANT:

Always do a patch test to check for colour fastness. OdorTECH cannot be
responsible for any issues of discolouration, fading, etc. May cause fading
if exposed to direct sunlight before fully dry.

SHAKE BOTTLE WELL BEFORE USING:
AIR BORNE ODOURS: For urine, stool, kennel, perfumes, pet odours (diseased skin, teeth etc.) simply spray
NokOut into the air or disperse via a cold atomizer at a dilution of 250 ml to 4 litres of water. For larger areas,
or to eliminate musty air conditioner and duct odours, spray the air filters until moist (but not wet) and let fan
circulate the air. Repeat as needed. Adding 250 ml of NokOut to 4 litres of water in a humidifier will also
provide wonderful results.
URINE, DIARRHEA, VOMIT, BLOOD: Spray the problem with NokOut at full strength, completely remove
the blood or other substances from the area then rinse with cold water. Apply NokOut directly to the clean
surfaces.
ANAL GLANDS: Empty the glands on to a paper towel that has been soaked with NokOut. Spray the rectal
area liberally with NokOut and wipe dry. The pet will go home odour free.
PET ODOURS: NokOut is non-toxic, hypo-allergenic, biodegradable and unscented and will not irritate the
skin of dogs or cats. The pet can be sprayed liberally to eliminate any unwanted animal odours (including
skunk). Remember - always protect the eyes.
LITTER BOXES: Remove solids and spray litter box daily with NokOut. This helps with “finicky” cats that
don’t like a dirty litter box.
SKUNKED PETS: Refer to our “How to De-Skunk an Animal” sheet for full instructions.
TABLE, CAGE, STALL CLEANER:
causing agents.
TRASH CANS:

Spray, wipe or mop NokOut directly on the surfaces to remove odour

Liberally spray NokOut into the trash container, allow to air dry.

CLOTHING and LAUNDRY: Spray NokOut directly on clothing to eliminate odours caused by accidents as
they occur (anal glands, urine, stool, etc.). Add 175 - 250 ml of NokOut per load of laundry or rinse cycle. Do
not use a detergent with fragrance. See our Laundry sheet for specific instructions.
FLOORS, COUNTERS, WALLS: For residual odour control throughout the office, spray, mop, and wash all
hard surfaces with a solution of 250 ml of NokOut to 4 litres of water,
BEDDING: Fog or spray the area with NokOut before the bedding is in place. Launder bedding as per
instructions above.
NokOut works as it dries so let it dry thoroughly!
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